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Abstract

Purpose – The star rating summarises the review content and conveys the message faster than other review components. Star ratings influence helpfulness of the reviews, and extreme reviews are considered as less helpful in the decision process. However, literature has rarely addressed variations in star ratings across product categories and variations between two online retailers. In this paper, the authors have compared the distribution of star ratings across 11 products and among the retailers.

Design/methodology/approach – Online reviews for 11 product categories have collected, and the authors compared the distribution of star ratings across 11 products and retailers. Correspondence analysis has been applied to show the association between star ratings and product categories for the e-retail firms.

Findings – The Amazon site contains proportionately more number of 1-star rated reviews than Flipkart. In Amazon reviews, few product categories are closely associated with 1-star and 2-star reviews, whereas no product categories are closely associated with 1-star and 2-star reviews in Flipkart reviews. The results indicate two distinct communication strategies followed by the firms in managing online consumer reviews.

Research limitations/implications – The authors did not analyse data across demographic details because of access restriction policies of the websites.

Practical implications – Understanding the distribution of review characteristics will improve the consumer’s decision-making ability and using online review content judiciously.

Social implications – This study’s results show significant insights on online retailing by providing cues in using shopping sites and online review characteristics of two prominent retailers.

Originality/value – This paper has brought out a distinct distribution pattern of online review between Amazon and Flipkart. Amazon allows a higher degree of negative contents, whereas Flipkart allows more number of positive reviews.
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1. Introduction
Managing online source of communication is an important activity for electronic retailers (e-retailers) and service providers (e-services). It has become a customary practice in the consumer engagement strategy to provide an opportunity to consumers, to express their views. Feedback forms in product and service sites allow consumers to register their views and post-purchase evaluations. In recent years, firms take a step ahead and create social media handles and product or brand-specific blogs, to engage consumers in online platforms. It is a million-dollar question, and the answer keeps changing with time – how to manage online consumer communications and consumer reviews.

Online buying is subject to, ease of using the website, operate it comfortably and understand the website features quickly (Hasbullah et al., 2016). In the buying process, online reviews facilitate consumers to learn product quality, service satisfaction and overall customer satisfaction from other users (Xie, 2016) in addition to sensitise them about the risk of purchasing goods. Shopping bot is another source that aggregates data from many buyers and facilitates the information search. As Andersen Consulting (Bargain-Finder) establishes the first shopping bot, there is a tremendous growth of shopping bots (Iyer and Pazgal, 2016). These internet shopping agents (ISA) do the legwork of accepting specific product queries from consumers; search various online stores that deal with the product and show price and availability details. In the Indian contexts, few popular websites such as Carwale.com, booking.com and trivago.com function as ISA.

Despite the firm’s effort and facilitating conditions, lack of trust is an important reason that prevents consumers’ online shopping. Often, consumers use seller reputation as a proxy to overcome this risk and consider it as a very important factor while going for online purchases even though shopping website’s usability does not influence the consumers’ choice (Jun and Jaafar, 2011). In addition to the reputation factor, sellers try to build trust in online shopping by providing insurance policies or guarantees, security and privacy seal, clear picture of products and contact details (Huseynov and Yildirim, 2014). Research from Chinese context shows that the bankers are facilitating the online buying process by providing digital certificates for the security of transactions in addition to cash on delivery (COD) (Jun and Jaafar, 2011).

In a research work on the attitude of online sellers, researchers show that the customers expect a positive and vibrant seller as a source to buy the products, and the purchase intention improves if the e-retailer exhibit positivity through their actions (Hasbullah et al., 2016). Product presentation in an animated graphical mode also increases the level of consumer satisfaction with the e-retailers. Better product presentation improves the level of positive attitude and intention to buy the product online (Huseynov and Yildirim, 2014).

Researchers have addressed various online reviews’ message characteristics and their role in the purchase decision process. A study on topic modelling of reviews of experience goods proves that objective information is considered as more helpful than subjective information in the reviews (Heng et al., 2018). Research work on star ratings proves that review message valence has a positive impact on the star ratings (Yoon et al., 2019). There are also evidences that star rating influences purchase decisions (Wang et al., 2015), product liking (Moe and Trusov, 2011), the quantum of sales (Chiu et al., 2019; Arbelles et al., 2020) and even post-purchase behaviour (Chua and Banerjee, 2016). Studies on length of the review conclude that ideal length is 3–5 lines (Hernández-Ortega, 2020); longer reviews are from high-ranked reviewers (Baek et al., 2012), and length affects perceived helpfulness (Ryan and Alexander, 2010) and the use of the review (Heng et al., 2018).

However, very little efforts have made until recently to understand the distribution characteristics of online consumer reviews. Unless a reviewer knows the distribution
characteristics of online reviews of a particular retail firm, he cannot use online consumer reviews effectively in the decision-making process. To address this research gap, we have collected online product reviews from Amazon (24704 reviews) and Flipkart (17753 reviews) for 11 product categories (experience goods) and 34 brands. We choose brands that are commonly dealt with by both the retailers to control brand-specific biases in the evaluation, and 42,457 online reviews are gathered.

To understand the distribution characteristics of online reviews, we analyse the star ratings of reviews for the brands chosen. The brand reviews are then aggregated to each product. Then we have compared the variations in star ratings across the products for both the e-retailers. We analyse the data through correspondence analysis to develop perceptual maps to bring out the distribution characteristics of online reviews of the selected products by the retailers. This result will provide insights for the consumers on the e-retailers communication strategies of managing online reviews, preparing oneself to understand the distribution of information characteristics and managing information asymmetry in online review contents while making decisions.

2. Grounding theories
To address the distribution characteristics of online reviews, we consider four important grounding theories and relate them to the online retail environment to ascertain their significance.

(1) **Signaling theory**: Research work on signaling theory suggests how information asymmetry shall be reduced between two stakeholders in the process (Connelly et al., 2011). The first kind of information asymmetry occurs because an individual likes to communicate a piece of information to another person, whereas the other person wishes not to have that. Few instances, information asymmetry occurs when some private information kept confidential by one person that could be more useful to another person to arrive better decision if he has that piece of information. The third type of asymmetry is information about intent and information about quality. When one party is concerned about another person’s behaviour or intentions, intent asymmetry occurs. On other hand, when one party is not fully aware of the characteristics of the second party, information asymmetry on quality occurs. Any online e-retail firm encounters these information asymmetrical conditions and develop appropriate signalling mechanisms to address these conditions. The retailers should consider presenting product information or online review in such a way to resolve the information asymmetry.

(2) **Cue theory**: Studies have addressed impersonal buying–selling conditions (buying by mail) and related apprehensions, during early the 1970s. One of the earlier study results shows that a buyer faces uncertainty because of his inability to examine the items and to interact with the seller physically (Spence et al., 1970) leading to avoid buying products through impersonal methods. Pioneering work on speed of visual processing suggests that recognition of familiar objects or pictures is instantaneous, but measuring the processing time is very difficult and proved to be very shorter (Thorpe et al., 1996). From the signaling theory and cue theory perspective, when a customer visits an unknown website to make purchases, he has to decide the trustworthiness of the retailers based on the cues presented or decode information signals presented in the website (Wang et al., 2004). The e-retailers have very short duration to sequence and present cues in the
communication so that, within the limited time-slot, a consumer develops trust and
decide purchase.

(3) **Information Integration Theory:** The **Information Integration Theory** of Anderson (1981) describes that consumer’s new beliefs and attitudes are formed when he receives a piece of stimulus information, interpret them, evaluate and integrate with existing attitudes and beliefs (Simonin and Ruth, 1998). The retail firm should address the information need of a new visitor or an existing customer so that a new belief is positively generated or append the existing beliefs. A popular application of this theory is found in television commercials use, where the marketers try to engage consumers by repeating the ads and modify the existing beliefs.

(4) **Theory of Deception Detection:** The **Theory of Deception Detection** concludes that to detect the deception content, a consumer must have domain expertise skills to identify the cues presented in a communication (Xiao and Benbasat, 2011). Particularly, in an impersonal, online consumer transaction processes, the firm has to ensure that the consumer should feel that no cues of deceptive practices are sensed by him.

Thus, these theories have relevance in the consumer’s purchase decision process and the retailer’s information presentation strategy. Marketers shall ensure their communication has appropriate content (**Signaling Theory**), presentation of cues (**Cue Theory**), capable enough to form new beliefs and attitudes (**Information Integration Theory**) in such a way that the customers do not feel of any deceptive content (**Theory of Deception Detection**) in the information presented and develop initial trust with the online retailer.

**3. Review of earlier studies**

Online retailers should understand the antecedents and behaviour of online consumers and focus on a stable relationship and trust-building activities (Wang et al., 2004). This will resolve to break the barrier of “relational exchanges”, which involves sharing of personal information and money by the consumers. Research results show a very high degree of social influence in online buying. The consumers accept the experiences of trusted persons during their online buying adoption, and this behaviour facilitates them to do a similar online buying activity (Hasbullah et al., 2016). Thus to complete the online purchases, they are searching for product details from more number of trusted buyers. Online feedbacks act as a key parameter to trust the sellers and to build sellers’ reputation. This reputation is capable of influencing the buyers to pay a premium price for sellers’ offerings (Ba and Pavlou, 2002).

Research results from Nigerian context show that convenience, time-saving and access to internet facilitate online shopping, whereas they express concerns for network instability and payment safety for online transactions (Oresanya and Oresanya, 2016). Marketers expect to highlight positive features such as convenience, the efficiency of online shopping than negative features such as efforts or impersonality (Yang and Lester, 2004). Among the many components of online review content, we consider the star rating for our research purpose. Researchers argue that star rating is an important cue for experience goods than search goods, and helpfulness of a review is improved by the star ratings (Singh et al., 2016). This graphic cue content passes the information faster than the review content.

Due to the significance of star rating in online reviews, it is a focal point of research for many years. Researchers produce mixed results on star ratings; research work on star rating proves incongruence between message content and star rating (Baek et al., 2012). Researchers show that there is a stronger relationship between the star rating and positive
reviews than longer reviews (Ghasemaghaei et al., 2018). A research outcome shows that higher star-rated reviews are considered as very useful reviews by the consumers (Liu and Park, 2015). To broaden the understanding on star rating, another study on star rating proves that the products with an average star rating in the range of 4.5–5 are less likely to result in sales than those products rating falls in the range of 4–4.5. The researchers debate that consumer thinks that such reviews are too good to be true and hence discount the content in the purchase decision (Maslowska et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2015). However, it is also argued that as the negative reviews contain new information presented in different ways, the reviewers are more influenced by the content (Lee, 2013).

An experiment on the eWOM proves that the website and message credibility get damaged in the long run if all the messages are positive (Sun-Jae Doh and Hwang, 2009). Extremely high and low star ratings are considered as less helpful than those reviews with moderate star ratings (Mudambi and Schuff, 2010). Contradictory to this finding, research work findings show that higher review rating automatically generates more number of helpfulness votes (Korfiatis et al., 2012). Higher star ratings are outcomes of the favourable post-purchase consumption experience; the reviewers give more weightage to the positive reviews than negative contents (Chua and Banerjee, 2016). It is also argued that 4-star and 5-star reviews contain more emotional contents than other star-rated reviews (Ullah et al., 2016).

Thus, the earlier studies have addressed the significance of various online review parameters and their relationships in the consumer purchase process. However, to strengthen the decision process, understanding the characteristics of information cues is an antecedent condition to take various purchase decisions. We address the gap by developing perceptual maps for the retailers (Amazon and Flipkart) to bring out the association between star rating and product category to understand the distribution characteristics of star ratings in online reviews. This process will help the consumers to decode the information integration strategies followed by the e-retail firms in the review ratings.

4. Methodology

Firstly, we operationalise the distribution characteristics of the star rating. We describe the distribution characteristics in terms of “percentage of reviews that are having one-star or two-star” etc., for a specific product category considered in a seller’s website. To bring out distribution characteristics, we consider the “variation of star ratings (percentages of star ratings) for different product categories”. For example, seller-1 website may carry reviews with more number of 5-star ratings than seller-2, and there is a higher likelihood to see a 5-star rating than a 1-star rated review in few products and vice versa. To understand this association, we compare star ratings in online reviews across the products. We collect sample reviews from two popular online retail firms, Amazon and Flipkart websites, to address the association. The association is inferred from developing nominal-multidimensional scales, also known as correspondence analysis.

To develop perceptual maps to depict the association between star ratings and product categories, for the experience goods, 11 products are chosen. Within a product category, two or three brands, which are commonly available in both the shelves, are picked. Using Python programming, we collected the customers’ online reviews from Amazon and Flipkart websites. For each review, we collected the star rating assigned by the reviewer for the analysis purpose. For developing the nominal-multidimensional scales, we store the respective product category as an additional variable in the data set for each review. Out of the 42,457 sample reviews taken for the study, 58% (24,704 reviews) are taken from Amazon
and 42% of the remaining reviews are (17,753 reviews) from Flipkart. Table 1 contains the list of brands used in the study and sample size of each product category for the retailers.

Specifically, we analyse the distribution of star rating across the product categories for Amazon and Flipkart; hence, this study can be considered as a descriptive research work (Cooper and Schindler, 2002).

4.1 Pre-processing data
Preprocessing of the text data is the starting point of any text analysis procedure. Through the R-Programming and the R-Studio, we use plugins such as wordcloud, wordcloud2, tm and gsub command to preprocess the data. As per the earlier literature guidelines, the preprocessing is done (Al-Otaibi et al., 2018; Gaikar and Marakarkandy, 2015). In this stage, various tasks such as the removal of punctuations, special characters in a review, numbers and symbols, lowercasing the words and removal of stem words and blank spaces are carried out. Then for each review, we identify the star rating, product category and e-retailer name and add them back to the data set for further analyses.

5. Results
To understand the distribution characteristics and information strategies followed by the e-retail firms, we try to find out the association between star ratings and product categories through correspondence analysis.

This analysis will bring out the relationship between two selected variables (product category-nominal scaled and star rating-interval scaled) by developing a low-dimensional map and describing the relationships between the categories of each variable. The distance between any two category points in the two-dimensional space reflects the relationship between the categories. If two categories are plotted closer in the space, it reflects the closeness of the categories (Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product category</th>
<th>Amazon review counts Frequency (%)</th>
<th>Flipkart review counts Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beverages</td>
<td>7,035</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit</td>
<td>2,846</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor clean</td>
<td>3,284</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haircare</td>
<td>6,691</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health drink</td>
<td>3,994</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice</td>
<td>1,938</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paste</td>
<td>2,239</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shampoo</td>
<td>2,441</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap</td>
<td>6,507</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talcum powder</td>
<td>2,449</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing</td>
<td>3,033</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42,457 100.0</td>
<td>17,753 100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brands</td>
<td>Ariel, Bournvita, Bru Gold, Colgate Herbal Toothpaste, Colgate Strong Teeth, Colgate Toothpaste Maxfree, Dark Fantasy, Dove Cream Beauty Bathing, Gatsby Hair Cream, Head and Shoulders, Horlicks, IFB Washing powder, KrackJack, Nescafe, Nivea Musk Talk Pantene Advanced Hair Fall, Pears Naturale Aloe Vera, Pediasure, POND’S Dream flower Fragrance, Ponds Sandal, Real Apple, Red Label Tea, Rin, Sunrise, Sunsilk Coconut Water Tang Juice Harpic Clean, Lizol, Lizol Citrus, Parachute Advansed Men Hair Oil, Santoor Sandal and Turmeric, Taj Mahal Tea, Tata God Tea, Ustraa Hair Cream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.
Sample brands used
The correspondence analysis results related to Amazon is summarised in Tables 2 and 3. The two-dimensional solution is retained for further discussions. Two dimensions together account for 98% of the inertia, and Dimension-1 accounts for 77%, and Dimension-2 accounts for 21% of the inertia. As far as product categories are concerned, haircare, health care, shampoo, soap and juice largely represented by Dimension-1, and beverages and biscuits are largely represented by Dimension-2. Distribution of star ratings, concerned as 4-star ratings, is largely represented by Dimension-2, and the remaining star ratings are represented by Dimension-1.

The correspondence analysis results related to Flipkart is summarised in Tables 4 and 5. Two-dimensional solution is retained for further discussions (Figure 2). Two dimensions together account for 96% of the inertia, and Dimension-1 accounts for 90%, and Dimension-2 accounts for 6% of the inertia. As far as product categories are concerned, floor clean, haircare, juice, paste, shampoo, soaps and washing powder are largely represented by Dimension-1. Except 4-star ratings, the remaining star ratings are represented by Dimension-1.

Source: Amazon

Figure 1. Star rating and product category association
6. Discussion

Few research works have addressed the significance of content management strategies by the firms and the relationships between content type and purchase decisions. From the managerial point of view, online retail firms have to decide the amount of negative content versus positive content to be presented on the website. On the other hand, to make online purchases, the consumers should aware of the positive and negative feedbacks about the product through online reviews. In this research work, we address these two research gaps by exploring the association among star ratings and product categories and information asymmetry in online reviews between the retailers.

Perceptual map related to Amazon reviews indicates the communication strategy followed by Amazon. The product website contains relatively more number of 1-star and 2-star reviews than Flipkart product site. Amazon website has nearly 13% of negative star-rated reviews, whereas Flipkart website contains only 6.5% of negative star-rated reviews. Moreover, distribution of 5-star ratings in Amazon site is in the range of 50%–66%, whereas for Flipkart website, 5-star rating distribution is in the range of 57%–73% for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Star Contribution Of dimension to inertia of point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverages</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor clean</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haircare</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health drink</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juice</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paste</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shampoo</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soap</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talcum powder</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active margin</td>
<td>2,433</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correspondence table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Singul ar value</th>
<th>Inertia</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Proportion of inertia accounted for</th>
<th>Confidence singular value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.000°</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *40 degrees of freedom; italic data conveys the proportion of variance explained by the analysis for Amazon data

Table 3. Fitness measures

Source: Amazon data
products chosen. This distribution suggests that Amazon and Flipkart use two distinct communication strategies.

Further, if we notice the association of star rating and product categories, relatively more number of 1-star and 2-star review data from Amazon has closer association with categories such as shampoo and haircare products, whereas no product category is relatively closer to 1-star or 2-star ratings in the Flipkart reviews. Thus, Amazon allows few categories perceived to be poor, whereas Flipkart does not allow forming such opinions.

Positive reviews and negative reviews are equally considered in the consumer purchase decisions and a survey of online consumers shows mixed evidences on type reviews used by the consumers. Nearly 90% of them used positive reviews and 86% of them used negative reviews before making the decisions (Dimensional-Research, 2013). Researchers prove that quantum of positive reviews affect positively the consumer-buying behaviour, whereas negative reviews create negative impact in the purchase process (Mo et al., 2015). Further, references from prospect theory suggests that people give more importance to experience of loss than profits or gain associated with an outcome (Park and Nicolau, 2015). Thus,
Amazon decides to present relatively more amount of negative reviews and reviews with lower star ratings.

Earlier studies in online consumer reviews confirm that incidences of positive word-of-mouth are higher than negative word-of-mouth communications (Cheung and Lee, 2012), and shoppers exhibit positivity bias by generally preferring positive reviews to negative reviews (Weathers et al., 2015). It is also observed that 5-star ratings contain more number of emotional words than other star ratings (Ullah et al., 2016), and consumers who see more number of positive ratings suspect about the reviews (Maslowska et al., 2016); however, Flipkart decides to use more amount of positive contents and higher star ratings only. Thus, the two e-retailers use very distinct communication strategies, and, hence, the distribution of star ratings is following different distribution patterns.

7. Conclusion
Types of content (positive or negative) and presentation styles are addressed rarely in the online consumer behaviour researches. This research work has addressed this gap, by
establishing the perceptual maps and information strategies followed by two giant marketers in the subcontinent. A study by Bright Local, a US-based consulting firms proves that 79% of the respondents trust the online reviews as equivalent as a personal recommendation from their neighbours or friends (Bright-Local, 2013). Even though positive reviews have an upper hand in the purchase decisions, consumers consider those reviews that are directly clarify an issue and other positive reviews are not given any importance in the purchase decisions (Inés López-López and Parra, 2016). Hence, presenting content, creating awareness and reinforcement are important goals that shape the communication strategies of the firms. By seeing the star ratings, consumers alter their attitude towards products, and these ratings play a significant role in the learning process of the consumers (Mo et al., 2015).

Hence, from the results, we bring a two-sided suggestion for the retailers and the consumers. The retailers have to decide quantum of extreme reviews and decide the distribution pattern for star ratings in the website. From the consumer’s view, one should know the distribution characteristics of the review component very well to make better decisions. Moreover, we prove the presence of the information asymmetry in the online review system by showing the variations in star ratings across the products and for the retail firms.

8. Managerial implications
The firms should decide the trade-off between positive and negative contents and cues presented in the product website. Few researchers emphasise the significance of negative evaluations and star ratings. A research work by Lee(2013) shows that due to novelty, new information and critics, the consumers are highly influenced by the review content of negative reviews (Lee, 2013). Another research work proves that consumers suspect a positive review or over-the-top review as fake ones and think that commercial sources would have published them (Inés López-López and Parra, 2016). On the other hand, researchers prove that strong positive and medium reviews significantly influence the purchase decisions of the consumers but not the negative ones (Floh et al., 2013). The research work gives insights for the managers to position product categories and alter the positioning strategies based on consumer insights. This will help the firms to manage product categories effectively by leveraging the information from a competing firm.

Research related to cue use confirms that reviewers use cues, which are easily observable and assessable with confidence. These cues are most influential in the purchase process than other cues analysed by him (Wells et al., 2011). Amazon and Flipkart use star ratings as a distinct cue in their communication strategies. It is very clear from the results that Amazon and Flipkart use distinct strategies to position themselves through the online consumer reviews.

Qualitative and quantitative research results prove the social interactions among consumers, where they see others’ opinions while positing their reviews and that is evidenced through shared vocabularies and jargons in the reviews (Yoon et al., 2019). Hence, the marketers have to decide a clear communication strategy for the content to be presented – to show more or less positive content.

9. Limitations and future research directions
On many occasions, evaluation of experience goods attributes are temporal, which keep changing based on product consumptions and expectations. Attribute-related information might not be available for comparisons for consumers even in the post-consumption stage. Moreover, the website privacy policy does not allow the researchers to access the reviewer’s product adoption; that is, the first time user versus longer association. Thus, one cannot distinguish whether the reviews are posted based on their first time experience or repeat consumption experiences. Researchers have
established the significance of demographic variables in the consumption of fast-moving consumer goods; because of access restriction of demographic details, we did not analyse the role of demographic details and their influence.

By including the mood of the consumers, future researches can bring temporal variables influence in the reviews. From the profile of the users, it is possible to identify consumer-buying segments and review characteristics may be analysed across the buyer segments. The brand level analysis will provide further insights into the distribution of consumers review characteristics.
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